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Abstract 

 

Internet has become an essential part of our life. Whenever user wants to search for required information, internet provides them 

respective result. Internet made the life of people very easy in all possible ways by providing appropriate information regarding 

business, marketing, education and health. To make searching easy for user Search Engine Optimization (SEO) techniques has 

been developed. SEO techniques are used to increase the visibility of websites. Search engine optimization (SEO) is best known 

for webpage optimization to make search engine friendly for user.  It can increase the ranking of websites so that web link 

appears on the first search engine result page (SERP). Web owners submit their web sites on search engine. Search engine 

working on the basis of crawler and indexer program. Website ranking depends upon the indexing of search engine. Early 

webmasters usually add irrelevant or excessive keyword in website content so that they increase the rank of their websites. 

Search engine uses different algorithm to prevent manipulation of website ranking. Search engine provides information on 

website optimization. Mostly webmaster depends upon SEO for their website ranking. In this paper, the main emphasis is on the 

different techniques of SEO which have been developed till now, their applications and the comparison of all those techniques on 

different parameters. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Search Engines are primary tools for internet users to get information for their queries. According to survey Google is most used 

search engine. Each Search engine works on different algorithm but focus on same procedure such as: search based on required 

keyword, website’s content and links used in websites. 

Working Principle of Search Engine is Search engine have two major functions: crawling and indexing. Crawling means 

crawls on web pages like a spider that crawls in its own web. There are millions of websites on World Wide Web. Crawler read 

complete source code and collects it in local server. Now indexing is performed by collecting the information from local server. 

For example School sites are indexed with schooling websites, online marketing sites are indexed with marketing websites and 

web Development Company indexed according to web development websites. After indexing data stored into main server and 

then different-different ranking algorithms performed by different search engine to rank the websites. As the user search for their 

query Search engine provide link websites according to ranking. 

User always prefers to click on first link of Search Engine Result Page (SERP). The website owner always wants their website 

link to appear on the golden triangle here golden triangle means the first three links of the web search page. Website fix on first 

three links of the web search page depends upon its ranking.  

Ranking depends upon various factors such as keyword analysis, Back link, content on web pages, Keyword density, Bounce 

Rate, link weight, webpage tag labels. Keyword analysis means keyword is related with the content of webpage. Web owner 

used those keywords that frequently used by the user .Keyword should not be too broad. Back Link means our websites link 

which placed on another’s website. Bank Link helps to increase the online reputation of our website with quality back link and 

helps to get higher Google Page Rank. Ranking also depends upon the tags that we used in our websites. HTML tags with Meta 

tag are used for heading, titles, subtitles, paragraph and tags used for linking also. Link Optimization is used to optimized the 

external and internal links. To increase the rank of websites SEO used two optimization techniques: - On Page Optimization and 

off page Optimization. In One-Page Optimization website owner optimize website according to search engine guidelines. It 

includes Keyword analysis, URL structure and domain information, Meta description and tags, User friendly navigation and 

quick loading. Website owner should revise website time to time so that ranking go higher.  Off page optimization depends upon 

the websites mainly on back links. If our website’s back link present on that website which has more ranking than our website  

rank then our website rank should go higher. Bank link should come from those websites which have relevant content as our 

website.    

Google uses Page Rank Algorithm for ranking the websites. Page rank is inversely proportional to number of clicks. Page 

Rank ranking the website from 0 to 10 where average page rank is 3.Google re-evaluate page rank about 3-4 times per year, so 

for almost every 4 month Google calculate website ranking. By continuously revise the website content helps to increase the rank 
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of website. From 2013 Google works on Humming-Bird calculations in which search engine making interaction with human 

learning capabilities by understanding the concepts and relationships between the keyword.   

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Samedin and Fesal [6] concluded directions for future SEO site ranking. To gain the rank of a website in search engine there are 

different factors which can help a web. Actual content for a web page is the main factor for optimization. Most importantly, 

keyword should be present in the title of the page. To highlight a keyword that keyword should seems to be there more than or 

equal to three times in the content of the page.  

Zhou Hui, Qiu Shigang , Liu Jinhua, Chen  Jianli [11] proposed how to increase the visibility of website and how SEO 

techniques helps to increase the ranking in the search result using keyword selection and content of web pages of respective web 

sites. They mainly focus on how keywords and links on web pages are optimized with the SEO techniques. Which specific 

keyword is used more number on page content increased its keyword density. Link Optimization is done in SEO to find how the 

website is linked with other website. Crawler crawls through URL and collect all information from all back link present in 

particular web site. It is necessary for the website owner that they regularly update their website content so that they maintain the 

ranking of website and increase the market competition of the website. 

Sumita Gupta, Neelam Duhan et al.[8] surveyed on ranking algorithm according to algorithm’s complexity, approach, and 

quality of research, relevancy and quality of results using page rank, PSPR, Sim Rank algorithm and social annotation (i.e. 

observation) based on business model. They surveyed that mostly researches or students retrieve information from internet and 

search their content from digital library. Their search depends upon many factors like citation of publisher, content in web sites 

and feedback or reviews that given by user. To increase the visibly traffic on digital library sites and to increase the quality of 

web search it is necessary that ranking the information provided by crawler so that user get appropriate information according to 

their requirements. 

Farouq Muhammad Aliyu and Audu Musa Masu [2] highlighted that everyone wants there search result at earliest. Thus, a 

software is required to optimize user’s queries before it goes to the browser or search engine to enhance the rank of search 

results. Initially, when search engine was not there, list servers (LS) were used to store the list of web sites. But now search 

engine optimization is used to increase the visibility of websites on internet to provide accurate result within short time. 

Aanchal Kakkar, Rana Majumdar et al. [1] introduced Google’s calculation HUMMINGBIRD which submerges SEO System. 

They compare Google search algorithm with SEO Strategies. Humming Bird provides relevant and reliable response to our 

search query. It increases the speed and accuracy of search result. Humming Bird algorithm works on Conversational search. 

Using the semantic web techniques humming bird search on voice active and long tail keyword. 

Jakub Zilincan, Michal Gregus [4] proposed how to increase the ranking of web sites. SEO has two optimizing techniques i.e. 

On-Page Optimization and Off- Page Optimization techniques. On Page Optimization is concern only within the web site which  

includes heading, title of page, meta description and tags, images and picture, URL structure and domain information , optimized 

internal and external links, fresh and quality content. Off-Page optimization depends upon other web pages i.e. the content of 

other web pages is compared with particular web site. Link building increase the traffic of website and position in Google. It is a 

combination of social media, Link building. 

Rekha Singla, Sourabh Ranjan Srivastava [5] proposed augmented version of Page Rank Algorithm, Search engine 

optimization using weight of in-linked Web Pages (WILPR). WILPR is the enhancement algorithm of original Page rank 

algorithm. The objective of this algorithm to increase the rank of websites according to their respective popularity. Page rank 

algorithm depends upon the linking structure of website. It works on incoming and outgoing hyperlinks. If the number of back 

link is higher than respective website fixed on higher ranking. In WILPR approach websites are ranked according to respective 

popularity of website. Here weight is distributed according to popularity of linked web pages rather than out linked web pages. 

Sylvain Sagot, Alain Jerome Fougeres and Egon Ostrosi [9] devised the decision rule or say decision support system that 

allows manager and webmaster to have visibility on SEO activity. So that webmasters maintain their websites ranking on first 

page of SERP. It is done by two methods i.e. by Search Engine Advertisement (SEA) and the content of website. Number of 

clicks on advertisement increases its ranking, now clicks depend upon the content that present on website. SEO process is seen 

by both webmaster and manager for their traffic visibility of website. 

III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

The comparative analysis has been conducted after reviewing various research papers on SEO implemented using different 

techniques and methods. Each technique has some attribute which helps in understanding the working of SEO 

algorithms/techniques. 

Techniques/Algorithms Attributes Description 

Web crawling or Spider 

program 

Working principal 

of Search engine 

Like spider the inbuilt robot of internet i.e. with the help of botnet (file 

robot.txt) web crawls using URLs from one web page to another and collects 

searched information and send this in repository and then perform indexing of 

searched result. 

On- page optimization Higher ranking of On page optimization technique refers to the content that used in within the 
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websites website to improve the rank of website. 

 

Off-page optimization  
Off page optimization compare website with other websites links. It is a 

combination of social media, social book and link building. 

Page Rank Algorithm Ranking algorithm Page Rank α (1/number of clicks) 

Weight-in-linked Page 

Rank 
 

It is enhancing algorithm of page rank algorithm. It depends upon the 

popularity of websites i.e. weight age of in linked website. 

Keyword Optimization Keyword analysis 
Keyword density is calculated i.e. how many times a specified keyword is 

used in particular web page. 

Link optimization Hyperlink 
Page rank and Off page optimization depends upon the linking of websites 

that how they link from one webpage to another 

Humming Bird 

Increase search 

result shortest 

possible time 

Google’s new calculation humming bird which submerges SEO system. 

Increase visibility 

 
Business benefits 

To increase the visibility of website webmaster uses search engine 

optimization. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Search engine optimization comes from more advance technologies in search engine like Google search engine. Most important 

work of search engine optimization is to improve the performance and usability of search engine. Search engine helps to make 

the search query convenient for user. Ranking of web pages depends upon the content of web page, number of incoming and 

outgoing links present on web page, tags used in webpage. In the present era of advanced technologies Search engine works on 

‘Conversation Search’ so that searching becomes reliable and convenient for human being. 
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